
During Times of Crisis, Librarians Connect to Their Communities

Background

We investigated phenomena 
related to libraries and their 
social responsibilities to the 
communities they serve. The 

findings show that the 
community members 

studied valued highly the 
critical information services 
provided by public libraries 

and librarians.

Methodology

Three situation-specific case research studies:

● explore the role of public libraries in South Carolina and 
Texas during emergencies

● examined how community members used libraries’ critical 
disaster information services

● Identify librarians’ crisis leadership competencies and 
emotional intelligence levels at work in times of crisis

● examine how these crisis leadership competencies can be 
integrated in the LIS curricula and professional development 
training opportunities

Situation-specific Case Research

2015:
● Public librarians’ use of multiple channels and technology for 

information distribution and services
● Public libraries’ collaboration with multi-level agencies to facilitate 

emergency response and recovery

2017:
● Community members’ use of disaster information sources and services

2018-2019:
● Role played by local public libraries in Houston, Texas

● Community members’ access to information services during the 
catastrophic hurricane and flooding in the Houston metropolitan area

We Learned …

Public Libraries and Librarians:

● select and disseminate trustworthy digital health resources

● promote the use of selected credible resources in multiple 
languages and services by the public libraries’ websites 
anytime, anywhere

● promote public librarians’ use of disaster information 
resources prepared/published by authoritative sources (e.g., 
governments and major public health organizations)

● deliver collaborative real-time health information services 
through the use of social media sites, such as Facebook and 
Twitter

Communication and Community Relationships

● “ … it would be beneficial for us to start looking at ways to be prepared if this 
should ever happen again. And maybe looking at organizations that we could 
connect with now, so that if this should ever happen, we are better prepared to 
provide services and information.” [Library Administrator Subject #13 -2015]

● “ ... those customers who have an account with us I do believe that they did a 
pushout to those customers saying ‘Your holds can now be available at this 
location’ trying to let them know where certain services can continue that way.  
… A lot of it I would say is very local and it's something we learned from Ike, we can 
do the big system pushout but its really the neighborhood library staff going out 
to the areas and going out to social servicing and reaching out to others to let 
them know that we are closed but we have this going on here, and letting them 
know that we are trying to do things …” [Library Administrator Subject #5 – 2018]

● “ … In between [Hurricane] Ike and [Hurricane] Harvey we had started doing Camp 
Stream which is our norm now our normal summer day camp offering. So we 
had more experience with administering and all the logistical stuff that goes into 
taking care of kids and keeping them engaged for an entire day that we're able to 
bring to that experience with Harvey that we didn't have that experience when 
we did this for Ike. …” [Library Administrator Subject #2 – 2018]
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